ABSTRACT. Here, we study the structure of points in a holomorphic Grassmann's submanifold where the holomorphic sectional curvature assumes its minimum and maximum.
G = {a G Ax'x(Vc)lg(a) a) = 1, a + a = 0, a decomposable}, where the holomorphic sectional curvature assumes its minimum and maximum. Similarly to the real case, for spaces of nonnegative holomorphic curvature we describe the set of points where the holomorphic sectional curvature assumes the value zero and we show that the minimum and maximum sets of holomorphic sectional curvature are intersections with G of linear complex subspaces of A1'1. We have omitted proofs of several steps where the obvious generalization to complex cases of Thorpe's proof is valid.
1. Decomposition of the space of complex curvature operators. Let V be (the tangent space of a Kaehler manifold) a 2zz-dimensional real vector space with a complex structure J and a Hermitian inner product g. Then g can be extended uniquely to a complex symmetric bilinear form, denoted also by g, of Ve = V ®R C = P"1,0 © Vo'x and it satisfies the following conditions:
(
g(u, v) = 0 for all uGV1'0 and v G Vo'1. We denote by Ap'q Ve the subspace of AV0 spanned by a A ß, where a G Ap V1 '° and ß G Aq Vo'1. For r an integer > 0, let A\VC) = Sp+(7=r Ap'q Ve denote the space of complex r-vectors of Ve equipped with a complex symmetric bilinear form given by g(uxA---Aur,vxA---a vr) = det{g(M/, v¡)}, u¡, v} G Ve.
Let G denote the Grassmann's submanifold of holomorphic planes
Although the Grassmann submanifold of holomorphic (invariant under J) planes is usually regarded as a collection of subspaces of V, it will be useful for our purposes to define it as a collection G of subspaces of Ve which are in bijective correspondence with the elements of the usual Grassmann holomorphic submanifold. g(R, S) = 0 for all 7? G B, S G S).
Given 7? G R, its holomorphic sectional curvature is the real function given by oR(a) = -g(Ra, a), a = uAU.
We construct, for each % G A2'2, an operator S^G S as follows. Given £, define 5{: A1,1 -»A1,1 by gÇS^a, ß) = g(aA ß, Q, a,ßGAx'x.
Obviously, Sj G R. To see that S{ G S we need the following for all a < y, ß < 5, i < k and / < /. We suppose that Saßy^ = S¡rk-with 1 < a < 7 < zz, 1 < /3 < 5 < n and 1 <i<ft <n, Kj<I<n. But g(SaßyI, Sß-Sy) = 4 = g(SiTkT, Sß-5y),
thus Si0ld]ß5ky5l& = 1 and % -> Sj is injective.
The fact that g(%, f) = V*g(Sv S^) follows from g(e¡ A ej A efc A er, e, A er A ¿, A e¡¡) « 1 -V^g{SiTkT,SjTlk).
Remark 1. Using the natural isomorphism between A2'2 and its dual, the space of alternating (2,2)-forms on Ve, given by the form g we can identify 5 with the space of (2,2)-forms. The necessity of the condition is clear since each S G S is of the form St for some % G A2 '2 and g(S^a, a) = g(a A a, £) = 0 for a decomposable. Conversely, let{ex,...,en,ex,..., e-} be a basis of Ve such that g(e¡, ej) = Sy and let a G A1 -1, a = 2^ aijei A ej, then for 1 < i < k < zz, 1 < / < / < n, we have:
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Remark 2. It is clear from Proposition 2, that each curvature tensor S G S has holomorphic sectional curvature os identically zero. Conversely, it is easily checked that this property characterizes SFor a subset Z of G, let A(Z) = {SG S/S(P) = 0 for all P G Z}. Proposition 3 [4] . 7,er 7? G R and Z C G, and suppose there exists S G S such that Z C Ker (7? -S). Then there exists a unique S0 G A(Z)* such that Z C Ker (7? -S0). Moreover, given any S G S,Z C Ker (7? -S) if and only if the projection of S onto A(Z)* is S0.
Remark 3. Note that if 7? G R, S G S and P G G n Ker (7? -S) then oR(P) = ~g(RP, P) = ~g(SP, P) = os(P) = 0.
In particular, setting Z(7?) = {7* G G/aR(P) = 0} we see that if, for some S G S, the subspace Ker (7? -S) has nonnull intersection with G, then the set Z(7?) of zeroes of oR is at least big enough to contain this intersection. Proposition 4 [4] . Let R G R, and suppose there exists S G S such that Z(R) = G n Ker (7? -S). Then there exists a unique S0 G A(Z(R))* such that Z(R) = GnKer(R-SQ). i i 2. A basis for the normal space to G in A ' . Lemma 3. Let PGG, and let{ex,. . . , en, ej,. . . , e-} be a basis for Ve such that g(e¡, ef) = S¿/-. Then {7>}U {S¡TkT(P)H </ < *<«, 1 </ </<n} spans the normal space to G C A1 'x at P. If the basis is chosen so that P = ex A ej then{P} U {SlXkr(P)/l < k, Kn} is a basis for this normal space which verifies g(P,P)=l, g(P,SxTkT(P)) = 0 and
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Proof.
By Proposition 2, G = {aGAl'llg(a,a) = l,g(SirkT(a), a) = 0, and a + ä = 0 for all i <k,j< /}.
Since the functions a -* g(a, a) and a -* g(S¡j-kj-(á), a) are constant on G, their gradients 2P and 25,y-fcr-(P) at P G G must be normal to G at P. To see that they span the normal space N of G at P, consider first the case where P = ex A ex. Then, for / < ft, /< 4 \-ek A eT for i, j = 1,
q). g(P,P)=\ and ^iTfcr(^).5ri-(?(P)) =
In this case, {P} U {Sxjkr(P)ll < ft, / < zz} is a linearly independent subset in N . The number 1 + (zz -l)2 of elements in this set is equal to the complex codimension zz2 -2(zz -1) of G in A1 ' which in turn is equal to the dimension of Np. Hence {P} U {SlTfcr(P)/l < ft, / < zz} is a basis for Np.
In the general case, let{ex,. . . ,en,ex, . . . ,e-} be an arbitrary basis for Ve such that g(e¡, e-) = Sf/. and let {e'j,. . . , e'n, e'x, . . . , e'-} be one such that P = e\ A ej. Let {S'iTkT¡\ < i < ft < zz, 1 </ < / < zz'} and {S\TkT} be the corresponding bases for 5. Then, from above, we know that {P}U {S'XXkr(P)l1 < ft, / < zz} spans N . But each S'XXkj-is a linear combination of the S¡j-kr and, hence each Siyfcr-(P) 1S a linear combination of the S¡rkY(P)-Thus {P} U {SiTkT(P)H < i < ft < zz, 1 </ < / < zz} spans Ap.
Proposition 5. Let R GR and suppose P G G is a critical zero of aR. Then there exists SGS such that P G Ker (R -S).
Proof. Let {ex, . . . , en, ej.e-} be a basis for Ve such that giß], ej) = S^. and P = ex A ex. Since P is a critical point of oR, and oR is the restriction to G of the function a \-* g(R(a), a), the gradient 2R(P) of this function at P must be normal to G at P. By Lemma 3, this implies that RP=W+ ¿2 HkTSlTkT<ñ> Kk.l for some X, pkT G C. But X --g(RP, P) = oR(P) = 0, so P G Ker (R -S) where S = %.., , u -s-
Kk.lHl^llkl •
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